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KK
PM

is :

Excellent, hilarious lyrics.
Music in comical manner.
Concerts where you can laugh to tears.

Awards and
achievements
We are laureates or finalists of the greatest
Polish comedy contests:
Do you want to be a comedy star? - grand prix
XIX MULATKA (summer comedy festiwal) - 1st
place
XXX PAKA (the biggest comedy show festiwal
in Poland) - 1st place in song contest
XXX PAKA - 3rd place and special award
We are laureates of the song poetry contest
YAPA 2014:
1st place
audience award
award of student radio „Żak”

We are double laureates of FAMA - the
International Artistic Campus:
FAMA 2012, FAMA 2013 - Max Szoc’s Prize for
Unconventional and Creative Artistic Attitude
From 2014 we contribute with Amusement
Academy of Polish Radio Three. We appeared
on TV shows: Thank God It’s Weekend and
Holiday with Cabaret (TVP2 - Polish public TV
channel). We have given many performances,
appeared at many festivals. We have been
performing with such stars of Polish comedy
as Kabaret Hrabi, Artur Andrus, Zenon
Laskowik, Leszcze and Grupa MoCarta.

Follow
us!
„WYZNANIE”

„NIE KOCHAM CIĘ WCALE”

„SUPERBOHATER”

„ŚWIAT JEST NIESPRAWIEDLIWY”

What we
offer?
Our performances is not just about
songs. Apart from already set scenarios,
we can prepare new ones, suiting to our
audience. We can be rather lyrical or just
absurd. Dozens of concerts proves that
we are able to amuse everone and play
everywhere. It can be indoor or outdoor
performance or even private concert in the
most fanciful place.

They said
about us
They got Max Szoc’s Award twice in
a row! They deserve to be called the greatest freaks of this Festival. I don’t know
how it would look without them. Probably
we would have to invent them.
Alicja Sawicka (FAMA Festival, Program
Director)

Their show surprised everyone. It was so
curious and fresh breeze. I envy them their
folly, craziness and that „don’t care about
tomorrow, we have whole night before us”.
Their awesome!
Przemysław ‘Sasza’ Żejmo (Kabaret Jurki)

I don’t know where you came from, from
which college you are, how you were raised
but I hadn’t seen something like that for
twenty years. I beg you for just one thing:
don’t ever learn to sing or play or you loose
your whole charm.
Andrzej Talkowski (Kabaret Kuzyni,
Piwnica Pod Baranami)

Titles and lyrics of their songs talk for
themselves. I’m a Little Pigeon and I Don’t
Love You at All. Ask the Crab - Apparently
the World Is Unjust and it’s time to go to
Uhlan Plains... I advise you to be careful
with them. They are engagingly strange.
Natalia Grzeszczyk (Polish Radio Three)

SMKKPM
We combine wit and boyish nostalgia with genuine and
ridiculous poetry.
In short time we have created our own distinguishable
manner on the border of music and comedy.
We draw freely from every music styles to depict
our own unique image of the world presented in
distorting mirror of black humor.
Repertoire: songs about pets and love
interlaced with stories about life, poor,
dissapointments and ourselves: simple guys who came to nothing. To meet
SMKKPM means to laugh at limitations
and faults. It is a total pastiche of contemporaneity and good fun with proper
dose of reflexion.

CONTACT US
Mateusz Marek
mateuszmarek1@gmail.com
792 914 782

